CONFORMATION - NON-REGULAR CLASSES
Judge: Katharine Wilkinson

Stud Dog Class. (11 entered, 3 absent)

1st GCH. FAIREVIEW MILE MARKER, CD, RN, BN, ME, RN193435/02, 09/18/09. Breeder, Owners. By Ch. Kandus Marathon Man, CD, RE, SE - Ch. Bandersnatch Odyssey At Faireview, ME. Owner, Margaret & Kathleen Henning.


3rd GCH. STARKWEATHER SKY RIDER, RN184755/03, 03/22/09. Breeder, Owner. By Ch. Borderhouse Lassiter - Starkweather Ruby Tuesday. Owner, Elizabeth Faber.

4th GCH. CHARBO WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS, RN145503/01, 07/28/07. Breeder, Charlotte & Gordon Ware. By Ch. Charbo's Smokin'Joe - Ch. Standish's Good Golly Miss Molly. Owner, Charlotte & Gordon Ware & Janice Moore.

Brood Bitch Class. (8 entered)


3rd CH. TILTED KILT BLUES AT SUNRISE, JE, RN194499/04, 09/08/09. Breeder, C. DePriest. By Gch. Sunrise King of Swing, SE - Ch. Wildwood Molly Rockets. Owner, Catherine C. DePriest & Gordon & Charlotte Ware.

4th CH. REDGATE FAIRLIGHT, RN039526/01, 11/03/03. Breeder, Owner. By Ch. Oldstone Redgate Sterling - Ch. Foxforest No Mercy. Owner, Judith G. Rivers.

Brace Class. (2 entered)

1st ALDERGATE I FEEL PRETTY, RN CH. ROOKSGATE WAYMARK TO ALDERGATE, CD, RE, TDX, JE,

2nd CH. TOWZIE TYKE TROUBADOUR GCH. TOWZIE TYKE TARTAN, SE,

Team Class. (1 entered)

1st TOWZIE TYKE SKARA BRAE CH. TOWZIE TYKE BOADICEA TOWZIE TYKE ANAMCHARA, JE CH. TOWZIE TYKE BRAW LAD, ME, CGC,

Breeders Class. (7 entered, 1 absent)

1st GILES HILL SYLVAN SPIRIT CH. GILES HILL HONEYBEE GCH. GILES HILL FOX'S BRUSH

2nd CH. REDGATE FAIRLIGHT REDGATE'S ARRABELLA BUTTON REDGATE'S EMBERGLOW CH. REDGATES SPICE OF LIFE GCH. REDGATES BLUE MISCHIEF

3rd MCHENRY'S BEN HARMON GCH. MCHENRY'S ELLIS BELL CH. MCHENRY'S EWOK OF ENDOR MCHENRY'S PORKCHOPS AND APPLESAUCE, GCH. MC HENRY'S PEPPERANN

4th TILTED KILT ALBEIT WICKED AWESOME, TILTED KILT LOVELY RITA AT CHARBO CH. TILTED KILT BLUES AT SUNRISE, JE, GCH. TILTED KILT TEXAS BLUES MAN, ME